VASCD 2021 Annual Conference
Schedule
Thank you to our Conference Sponsor

Annual Conference
December 7-8, 2021
The Williamsburg Lodge
Williamsburg, Virginia

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
At a Glance…
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 – Annual Conference
7:15

Registration and Continental Breakfast

7:30

Exhibits Open

8:00 - 10:00

Welcome
Keynote Speaker: Jennifer Abrams

10:00 – 10:15

Coffee Break/Exhibits

10:15 - 11:30

Concurrent 1

11:30 – 12:45

Boxed Lunch, Exhibits, Poster Sessions,

(Keynote Speaker Book Sales at the Registration Desk)

(Boxed lunches will be available in the Virginia Foyer and in the Colony Pre-Function Area)

1:00 - 2:15

Concurrent Session 2

2:15 - 2:30

Break/Exhibits

2:30 - 4:00

Keynote Speaker: Chase Mielke

7:00

Precarious Beer Hall, 110 S Henry Street, Williamsburg

(Keynote Speaker Book Sales at the Registration Desk)

Wednesday, December 8, 2021 – Annual Conference
7:30

Exhibits Open

7:30 - 8:15

Continental Breakfast.

8:15 - 9:30

Keynote Speaker: Dave Stuart

9:30 - 9:45

Coffee Break/Exhibits

9:45 - 11:00

Concurrent session 3

(Members Meeting at 8:00 a.m. VA Room)

(Keynote Speaker Book Sales at the Registration Desk)

11:00 – 11:15

Break/Exhibits

11:15 - 12:30

Keynote Speaker: Brandon Fleming

Note: You may be photographed during the conference. Photos help VASCD increase the visibility of the great work
our colleagues are doing in Virginia through publications and social media.
Please contact us if you have questions or concerns about photos.

Thank You!
Our Conference Committee Chair and members have given generously of their time, working diligently to bring
you a meaningful and enjoyable learning experience. Sincere thanks to all of you!
Melissa George, Virginia Beach Schools, Chair
Robin Shrum, Shenandoah County Schools
Jennifer Morris, Staunton City Schools
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Kim Richardson, Hampton City Schools
Meg Crew, Salem City Schools
Ana Cingel, Fairfax County Schools

2021 VASCD ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Turn the Page
Tuesday, December 7, 2021
7:15

Registration and Continental Breakfast

Virginia Foyer

Sponsored by Edgenuity

8:00 - 4:30

Exhibits Open in the Virginia Foyer (located downstairs)

8:00 - 4:00

Keynote speaker book sales will be available at the Registration Desk

General Session 1
8:00 – 10:00

Presentation of Colors: Williamsburg Field Musick
National Anthem: James Blair Middle School
Presiding: Alan Seibert, VASCD President
Speaker: Jennifer Abrams
Stretching Your Learning Edges
________________________

Virginia Room

Don’t like crowds? We will live stream keynote sessions in room Colony E.
Jennifer Abrams will sign books immediately after the session outside the upstairs registration area.

10:00 – 10:15 Coffee will be available in the Colony Foyer and the Virginia Foyer
Sponsored by Plasma Games

10:15 – 11:30 Concurrent Session 1
Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Academic Conversations Pay Off in All the Ways
Jennifer Orr
Piedmont A
Deep Learning, Strong Community
Student-led academic conversations benefit students and teachers in a multitude of ways. Through conversations students
build relationships with one another and strengthen the classroom community. As students discuss an academic concept,
theory, or question, they confront misconceptions and gaps in understanding and collaborate to deepen their learning. When
teachers carefully plan prompts and questions these conversations support student learning and offer assessment data for
future planning. This session will explore how to make these conversations happen successfully with all ages.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Building Community: Bringing Diverse Literature into Primary Classrooms
Anna Kambach and Donna Fortune Fogelsong
Patriot
Deep Learning, Strong Community
Participants will engage in activities using children’s literature with primary students to build understanding and acceptance
of diverse members within classroom communities. A variety of topics that will include: home environment, ethnicity,
cultures, ableism, incarceration, etc. will be discussed. The presentation will include opportunities for teachers to participate
in discussions about their own experiences. They will have the opportunity to practice strategies to start conversations on
these topics in their classrooms. A collection of resources will be provided for teachers.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Building Strong Communities with Connections before Corrections
Megan Hawley and Kim Rygas
Allegheny A
Strong Community
The presenters will share how to build connections with students and stakeholders to create a school culture that is
conducive to learning, professional growth, and strong partnerships. The presenters will share the impact building
connections and relationships with students had on the amount of classroom and office referrals. The shared strategies are
applicable to in-person or virtual learners. Connections before corrections will have a positive impact on your school and
community by increasing student engagement, improving communication and collaboration, and growing community
partnerships.
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Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Celebrating Students as People and Learners: Centering Relationships to Create Joyous Classroom Communities
Andrea Johnson
Piedmont B
Strong Community
We all know students learn more when they feel their teachers are invested in their well-being. In this session, participants
will explore the power of relationships in the classroom, and will take away practical strategies to empower student-centered
learning and foster inclusive communities. Social-emotional learning, culturally-responsive teaching, and student choice,
voice, pace, and place strategies will be highlighted as central tenets to creating a culture of respect and joyous learning.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Elevate Intellectual Engagement with Performance Assessments
Lindsay Prendergast and Abby French
Colony C
Deep Learning
Assessments should deliver actionable information to both teacher and student, and traditional formats may be limited in
their capacity to do so. Performance-based assessments, on the contrary, require increased intellectual engagement and
ensure that students must demonstrate their ability to apply their knowledge and skills. Further, they offer an opportunity to
measure various competencies and student’s transferability of learning. Learn design principles and gain practical
implementation strategies for performance assessments to apply in your classroom no matter the grade or subject!

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

From Consumers to Creators: Jaw-Dropping Alternative Assessments
John Meehan
Colony E
Deep Learning, Strong Community
In the wake of COVID-19, our students have become experts in content consumption -- masters of a never-ending
doomscroll through countless on-demand libraries of TV shows, video games, and Tik Tok feeds. But what might it look like
if our classrooms could transform ho-hum exams into must-see events that turn our students from content consumers into
content creators? This session takes a closer look at playful alternative assessments that put our students back in the game
with some seriously action-packed pedagogy!

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

I Too, Belong: Access, Opportunity, and Belonging in Advanced Achievement Classes
Cara Jean O’Neal, Monica Manns, and Tiffany Lewis
Allegheny C
Visible Equity
Students from marginalized groups have historically been underrepresented in Honors, AP and Dual Enrollment classes.
This session will focus on the importance of creating school cultures where access and opportunity to advanced
achievement classes is the norm, rather than the exception. In recognition that access does not equal belonging, this
session will also focus on how educators can create culturally responsive classrooms that provide all students a sense of
belonging and opportunity for success.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Improving on School Improvement: Deep Learning for School Leaders and Improvement Teams
Brad Bizzell and Brian Kitts
Tidewater D
Deep Learning
Participants in this session will explore why many attempts at improvement fail to achieve desired results and consider the
tools and processes of an alternative approach that begins with deep learning around the problem and uses short, iterative
cycles of improvement to learn what works and to spread positive changes throughout the school or school division.
Improvement science is a framework that can be used to address complex problems of practice in schools and school
divisions.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Intent Listening & Inquiry
Phil Echols
Colony A
Deep Learning, Visible Equity, Strong Community
Creating a spirit of inquiry and intent listening is essential in providing better outcomes. This workshop is an opportunity to
build capacity in the areas of listening and inquiry. This session introduces the foundational components of coaching skills
and building relationships. The intent is for participants to understand the what, why, and how of mindfulness, listening to
understand, and posing questions. Whether collaborating with teammates, leading a department, interacting with families,
or leading a school, these skills help provide greater outcomes and understanding.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Leading Powerfully to Create a Sense of Community in Challenging Times
Elaine Fogliani, Sarah Tanner-Anderson, Sheri Almond, Kristy Somerville-Midgette, Carol Carter
Colony D
Strong Community
In challenging times, a central role of leaders is to inspire hope. During the Pandemic and now as we transition to a "new
normal", leadership requires the ability to thrive in a world filled with trauma and uncertainty. Using Dr. Jill Siler’s book,
Thrive Through the Five, a panel of educational leaders will share the truths they have embraced to thrive as leaders and
how they have inspired hope for those they serve.
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Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Relevance, Efficacy, and Flexibility: Redesigning the Way We Grow
Jodi Zeis and Kelly Aitken
Allegheny B
Deep Learning
To grow, we all want purpose, authenticity, and relevance. As we moved beyond the challenges of last year, we can take
those new best practices and create professional learning environments that inspire teachers to take the lead and create
true on-going professional learning and support. Come learn how one district has done this and see all of the tools they
used! This session is designed for current and future leaders.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Spoonfuls of Learning: Our Journey in Creating Diverse, Equitable and Inclusive Schools
Kenna Colley
Colony B
Visible Equity
Want to promote equity? Come and gain strategies for the early stages of creating a culture of learning about equity in
educational environments for our PreK-12 learners. The intersection of equity, trauma sensitive schools, school-wide
positive behavior support and interventions, social-emotional learning and the Response-to-Intervention process will be
discussed. The presentation will also focus on how to gradually build a shared understanding about how our own
assumptions might advantage some students and educators over others in our school settings.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Turn the Page to a New Educational Leadership Profile
Chris Jones
Tidewater B
Visible Equity
In this session, participants will connect their leadership to a new profile including 15 elements that either stand the test of
time or have had a dramatic shift because of the pandemic.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

VBCPS’s Four Pillars of High School Redesign
Robin Hoffman, Matthew Delaney, Melissa George, Angelique Phillips, Sharon Shewbridge, Ryan Schubart, Caitlin Stravino
Tidewater C
Deep Learning, Strong Community
VBCPS is recognized as a high-performing division with an on-time graduation rate that exceeds 93%. However, data
suggest the need to reimagine the high school experience. This session will explore VBCPS’s Four Pillars of HS Redesign,
a plan to create a personalized learning environment that advances the division’s commitment to ensuring that every
student is achieving at their maximum potential in an engaging, inspiring, and challenging learning environment and
prioritizes equitable access to innovation across all 11 comprehensive high schools.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

We Hear Ya! Harnessing Student Voice to Improve School Culture
Kambar Koshaba
Piedmont C
Deep Learning, Strong Community
As students return to school following the pandemic, administrators and school staff are looking for ways to reset their
school culture to be the most positive it can be for all involved. Because students are the primary clients, their thoughts and
feelings need to be heard. This session will describe four ways to garner student voice to transform a school’s culture.
Specific examples will be shared that students created at Western Branch Middle School.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand
Description:

What’s Valued? What’s Accepted? Examining the Implicit and Explicit Messages We Communicate
Melissa Smith
Tidewater A
Visible Equity, Strong Community
Imagine a space where children feel supported and confident to rise and fall in their own skin. A place where students feel
respected and valued for their similarities and differences. Ensure your learning environments are supporting each and
every child, particularly those marginalized by systemic inequalities and oppression. In this session you will move from
theory to practice by learning structures, protocols, and procedures to help you design a physical space that promotes
justice, collaboration, and social-emotional security.

11:30 – 12:45 Boxed Lunches will be located in the Virginia Foyer (downstairs) and in the Colony PreFunction Area (upstairs) – Standing Tables will be available outside on the Colony Terrace or Colony E is
set with tables and chairs.

Congratulations!
As part of your conference registration, you have received a one-year membership with VASCD.
Your membership will run from December 2021 – December 2022
Watch your inbox for exciting updates as well as our monthly newsletter.
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Tuesday, December 7, 2021
1:00 – 2:15

Concurrent Session 2

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Building Classroom Community Through Collaboration
Ellena Baker, Francis Cooney, June Jones, Tracie Brandana
Allegheny A
Deep Learning, Strong Community
Students need a sense of community within their classroom. By building in effective collaborative strategies into your daily
routines, you can ensure students feel accepted, valued, continue to build their "soft skills", and accelerate their educational
growth. Join us for an exciting session to learn about different ways you can design a K-5 collaborative classroom
community that helps your students thrive!

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Culture Knowledge to Build Equity: Removing Buzzwords and Reimagining How We Build School Community
Sierrah Chavis
Piedmont A
Visible Equity, Strong Community
We cannot just teach people how to be more inclusive and check a box to say that we are culturally sensitive. DEI must be
centered around understanding how our culture impacts us. We have to understand our own differences and biases to
understand equity, diversity, and inclusion and build a stronger community that is the foundation of our teaching and
learning. Come hear strategies on how to share best practices on merging equity into our classrooms and school culture
and climate.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Engaging Students and Deepening Learning
Kume Goranson and Kristen VanderRoest
Tidewater D
Deep Learning
CodeRVA is a nontraditional regional high school serving 15 school divisions across the Richmond region. In this
presentation, we will share our blended learning model and performance-based assessment approach that encourage deep
engagement through targeted instruction and feedback, student choice, and creative problem solving. We will end by
sharing strategies for implementation in a traditional school setting.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

From Athletes to Teachers: Building a Championship Team through Relationships
Ruben “Geno” Casas
Colony A
Strong Community
Whether you are coaching a quarterback to throw the dig or coaching a teacher to utilize mathematical discourse into his or
her instruction, a relationship will create the bridge for effective feedback. Upon the beginning of my journey as an assistant
principal, I was heartbroken as I thought I would never coach again. However, I am still coaching, and I believe others can
find similar parallels! Therefore, we will explore the various parallels between sports coaching and administration.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

How Turnaround Principals Leverage Teacher Professional Development to Raise Student Achievement
Anthony Terrell
Tidewater A
Deep Learning, Visible Equity, Strong community
Session will discuss a collective case study of how high school turnaround principals leveraged the professional
development of teachers to raise student achievement, as measured by pass rates on reading and math standardized tests.
The study sought to capture the contours of the professional development programs principals implemented. A cross-case
analysis revealed key leadership considerations and professional development plan characteristics to be presented in this
session.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Incorporating the 6th “C” of Community into Authentic, Deep Learning Experiences”
Timothy Taylor
Piedmont C
Deep Learning, Strong Community
We know the importance of the 5 C’s when it comes to designing deeper learning experiences for our students. Add the
power of “Community” to make these experiences more personable and authentic. Community-focused activities help
students understand the real-world connections to what they are learning. They are more likely to be engaged and less
likely to question the significance of their learning. Let’s discover how you can incorporate your local communities into
deeper, personal, and authentic learning experiences!

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Leading Out The Woods: Building Relationships
Matthew Woods
Tidewater B
Strong Community
Tony Dungy once said, “No excuses. No explanation. You don’t win on emotion. You win on execution.” This professional
development focuses on facilitating self-reflection, and analysis of key concepts that leaders should be mindful of when
modeling equitable practices for building positive relationships with all stakeholders.
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Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Making Professional Learning Relevant Through Micro-credentialing
Eric Carbaugh
Piedmont B
Deep Learning
Far too often, professional learning focuses on earning points rather than strengthening skills that impact student learning.
Evidence suggests that professional learning rarely transfers into practice. A micro-credential is a performance-based
assessment allowing the educator to demonstrate competency in a skill. Micro-credentials are job-embedded, sustained,
and focused on student outcomes. Educators earn micro-credentials by documenting evidence of proficiency in the context
of their work. This interactive session will provide information and advice for schools and districts interested in microcredentials.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Modernizing Mathematics Education - Virginia Mathematics Pathways Initiative
Tina Mazzacane and Shelly Pine
Colony D
Deep Learning
Does your school division seek to prepare productive, data literate, engaged 21st century citizens? The Virginia
Mathematics Pathways Initiative is a proposal to modernize mathematics instruction through a statewide initiative aligned to
the 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning revisions. This session will explore the goals of this initiative in providing
opportunities for all students in mathematics education.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Remediation vs. Intensification: Closing the Achievement Gap
Cassandra Bell, Ro Stark, and Abby Neumeyer
Tidewater C
Visible Equity
Algebra I remains a critical gateway course for postsecondary and career opportunities for students. Unfortunately, students
who struggle and approach Algebra I unprepared are disproportionately children of color and/or low-income. Traditional
strategies, such as remediation, are not helping to narrow the achievement gap. In this session, learn how Richmond Public
Schools is leveraging well-documented research and a comprehensive system of tools and resources to cultivate equitable,
exciting, and rigorous teaching and learning opportunities for struggling students.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

The Engaged Brain - 50 Ways to Leave Your Lecture
Katie Anderson
Allegheny C
Dee Learning, Visible Equity
In this lively, interactive session, learn how to break up instruction to maximize student attention, and how to get students of
all abilities more involved and actively learning. Easy-to-implement strategies designed to make teaching and learning more
enjoyable for all - without sacrificing academic rigor - will be presented, modeled, and practiced. Participants will also learn
about the neuroscience that supports these techniques. Leave inspired to bring joy to all your students, especially those that
traditionally struggle the most.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

The Power of We: Building Positive and Collaborative Classroom Communities
Ron Nash
Colony E

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

The Self-Authoring Educator: Creating Your Own Teaching and Learning Path
Meghan Raftery
Colony C
Strong Community
Do you want more agency and flexibility in your current role? Are you ready to lead but traditional roles do not feel like a
good fit? Do you seek your own growth and development? Do you get teased for being "too serious" about teaching and
learning? If you answered yes to one or more of these questions, you may be a "self-authoring" educator. Learn how to use
your self-authoring skillset to teach, lead and grow on your own terms!

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Visible Equity: Two Educator’s Journey in Anti-Racist and Anti-Bias Allyship
Abigail French and Andrea Johnson
Allegheny B
Visible Equity, Strong Community
Fact: our country and our student populations are increasingly diversifying. However, the majority of teachers are still white
and female. There are initiatives to diversify our teaching faculty, but many students still do not have access to educators
that reflect their identities. In this session, join two educators as they share their experiences in becoming purposeful allies.
Participants will engage in an interactive session that features student-centered practices that celebrate the cultures and the
identities of each student we teach.
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The development of communication, collaboration, and critical thinking in classrooms should not be seen as "soft" skills;
they are absolutely essential skills for every 21st century classroom and for the world beyond the schoolhouse. Join Ron
Nash for this highly interactive session in which he will model ways to build communities of learners. Ron Nash believes
adult learners should be participants so come ready to stand, move, pair, share, laugh, and learn in this fast-paced,
strategy-laden session!

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Writing PBAs: Moving Away from EOC Writing Tests for More Authentic Writing Assessment
Kathryn Ford
Colony B
Deep Learning
Waynesboro High School adopted the Writing Performance-Based Assessment early on as an alternative to the EOC
Writing SOL typically given in 11th grade. This session will review our process from starting in 9th grade to verifying credits
in 11th. Participants will walk away with an understanding of how we incorporate PBAs into instruction, how we score
essays, and how we ultimately award verified credits for writing. This session is ideal for districts getting ready to adopt this
new option.

General Session 2

2:30 – 4:00

Presider/Welcome: Robin Hoffman, Virginia Beach City Schools
Speaker: Chase Mielke
Virginia Room
The Power of Small Actions: Research-based, Teacher-tested Practices for Stronger
Teachers and Communities
________________________
Don’t like crowds? We will live stream keynote sessions in room Colony E.
Chase Mielke will sign books immediately after the session outside the upstairs registration area.

Wednesday, December 8, 2021
7:15 – 8:15

Continental Breakfast, Members Meeting begins at 8:00 a.m. in the Virginia Room

8:00 - 1:00

Exhibits

General Session 3
8:15 – 9:30

Presiding: Julie Myers
Speaker: Dave Stuart

Auditorium

More Learning, Less Stress: A Simpler, Deeper Methodology for Student Motivation
and How It Can Make Schools Better for Everyone
________________________
Don’t like crowds? Colony E will have a live stream for all keynote speakers.
Dave Stuart will sign books immediately after the session outside the upstairs registration area.

9:30 - 9:45

Coffee will be available in the Colony Foyer and the Virginia Foyer
Sponsored by Sock Concepts

9:45 – 11:00

Concurrent Session 3

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

5C’s Meets the Profile of a Little Duke
Pam Stepko and Virginia Gills
Patriot
Deep Learning, Visible Equity, Strong Community
Let’s learn how one elementary school focused on integrating the 5C’s, one C at a time, embracing this 21st century shift. A
focus of incorporating student goal setting, growth, agency, and conversations around learning created a culture where
student voice thrives. Participants will learn about our journey integrating Student-led Conferencing to include Student Goal
Setting, Data Discussions, feedback, and more.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:

10 Ways to Create Powerful Learning and Positive Community in Every Classroom
Mia Pumo
Tidewater D
Deep Learning, Strong Community
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Description:

Our job as educators is to create powerful learning experiences for students. But how do we know what constitutes
"powerful learning?" Research shows 10 elements that lead to deep learning and positive classroom environments. In this
session we will reveal those 10 elements of powerful learning and discover how we can incorporate them into our classroom
and lessons every day by using a tool for planning that includes coaching questions we can ask ourselves or our
colleagues. You will leave this session with a better understanding of how to create the conditions where students learn
best.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Bloom Where you are Planted: Connecting Literacy Building Blocks through Deeper Learning
Vaundra Walters and Joyce West
Colony A
Deep Learning
This session will allow educators to understand the value of using a variety of genres to make literary connections while
practicing critical thinking skills that will foster deeper learning. Integrating soft skills with the current school curriculum gives
students the opportunity to explore and integrate critical thinking skills through deeper learning.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Bold Moves for the Well Principal/EdLeader
Kimani Vaughan
Tidewater B
Strong Community
School leaders must prioritize and understand their wellness so they can better navigate the complexities of leadership and
facilitate deep learning. Leaders must be emotionally available to support their teams and ensure they are equipped to
provide a psychologically safe learning environment. Participants will explore the science of stress, compassion fatigue, and
the implications of their habits on their leadership. Participants will discover their own life-fit and how to leverage the science
of habits to create a more sustainable system of wellness.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Building a Project-based Learning Classroom in a Multiple Choice World
Kathleen Young and Ashley Ytzen
Piedmont A
Deep Learning
Turning your classroom from a strict standards-based approach to a project-based classroom is not easy. Hear from two
teachers who were frustrated with the lack of student engagement then changed their classrooms by using a studentcentered approach which focuses on the skills that all students should learn. These projects were focused on student
collaboration, critical and creative thinking, communication, and global and ethical citizenship. Listen to how these teachers
convinced the dissenters within their community and brought students on board!

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Conquering Unfinished Learning through Assessment Journeys
Scott Habeeb
Colony E
Deep Learning
To overcome learning loss, and re-establish bonds between school and home, strong building-level leadership will be
essential. Are you prepared? As we move “back to better” we must renew our focus on student learning. We have always
valued student learning, but pre-COVID, our practices too often put the focus on grading. We won’t recover learning loss
with out-of-date grade-focused practices. Learning-focused cultures require building leaders capable of leading Assessment
Journeys.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Creating an Awesome First Day: How to Help your New Teachers Soar
Blaire Conner and Carrie Linebaugh
Colony C
Strong Community
This session will help your school’s welcoming team (administrators, teacher mentors, instructional coaches, and more)
develop a dynamic first workday for your new teachers. Attendees will learn ways to best support new educators, giving
them the tools they need to be ready and able to make a difference in the classroom. This session will focus on school
climate, co-worker relationships, school and division nuts-and-bolts delivery, and ways to help new teachers recognize and
meet the needs of all students.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Facilitating Deep Learning Through a Balanced Approach to Assessment
Stephen Geyer and Christina Whitfield
Allegheny A
Deep Learning
For better or worse, assessment drives instruction. What and how we measure student learning impacts instructional design
and delivery in classrooms across the Commonwealth. Learn how one school division built an assessment program that is
balanced, well rounded, and supports deep learning.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

How Do I Reach This Child to Teach This Child
Kelly MacPherson, Stephanie Whitley, and Jessica Joyner
Allegheny C
Deep Learning, Visible Equity, Strong Community
The development of executive functioning skills differ from student to student as it relates to their developmental processes
and maturity. There are also differences in perspectives based on social, cultural, and economic status that impact how
educators view the executive functioning skills of students.
This presentation will provide educators with effective and targeted executive functioning
techniques and interventions to address executive processing deficits while improving relationships within the educational
setting.
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Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Making Curriculum Culturally Relevant with High School Student Summer Interns
Kate Wolfe Maxlow, Jennifer Butler
Piedmont C
Strong Community
During the Summer of 2021, Hampton City Schools decided to take a novel approach to make our high school English
Language Arts curriculum more engaging for high school students: by hiring actual high school students from our district as
interns in our curriculum department. These students came together from diverse backgrounds to review, edit, and create
our written curriculum. Join us as we share the processes we used, the lessons we learned, and the overall outcomes of the
project.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Now is a Great Time to Refresh, Reignite and Realign Your Instructional Leadership Team!
Krista Barton-Arnold and Casey Conger
Allegheny B
Deep Learning, Strong Community
Building and maintaining a high functioning leadership team throughout the school year can be a challenge. Whether you
are just beginning the journey or somewhere in the middle, this session will help you design a deep dive into building your
team. Have you identified your core values, determined what the teams focus should be, designed structures and practices
to assure a successful leadership team? Participants will leave this session with an outline of an Instructional Leadership
team retreat, guidelines and practices to help you move your leadership team forward, and a roadmap for shared decision
making.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Offering the StrongIST Support for Teachers and Students
Courtney Klein, Daniel Smith, Niki Holmes, Kim Hammond
Piedmont B
Strong Community
With 4,363 students, 348 staff and 67 collaborative teams at Lake Braddock SS, we must be ‘all hands on deck’ to support
them all! We rallied instructional coaches, technology specialists, librarians, & other resource teachers to create an
Instructional Support Team (IST) of 13 whose mission is to promote equitable practices, help inspire caring classroom
communities, and design school’s PD for adult learners. Learn about our journey and collaborate on using your staff to offer
the strongIST support possible.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Social Emotional Health: From Talk to Action
Tamra Vaughan, Fellicia Preston, and Travis Worrell
Colony B
Deep Learning
How one small division took up the challenge of creating a division-wide SEL program using the tools and strategies
obtained through VTSS/PBIS trainings. From creating an SEL Task Force to full implementation of SEL curriculum and
tiered support, come hear about the planning tasks and diversions the team encountered on their journey. Walk away from
this presentation with a plan to start, revise or strengthen your division's SEL work. We do not have to reinvent the wheel or
bemoan lack of resources to give our students the supports they need, just use the tools we already have strategically and
effectively.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Voices from the Field: Supporting and Retaining a Diverse Educator Workforce
Tamara Dias
Colony D
Visible Equity
This presentation will focus on the national shortage of Black teachers in the United States. Research indicates that less
than 7% of teachers nationwide identify as Black, while Black students comprise 16% of the student population. Research
also indicates that Black teachers are more likely to leave the classroom at higher rates than their white colleagues. It is
essential that schools and school districts not only examine the processes used to support educators, but also the strategies
and practices in place to enable their long-term retention.

Title:
Presenter:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

What Do You Mean When You Say “Deeper Learning”?
Chris Gareis
Tidewater C
Deep Learning
The term “deeper learning” is intuitively appealing. But you may have noticed that when you ask well-meaning colleagues,
“What do you mean when you say ‘deeper learning’?”, many folks struggle to explain it…much less to put it into practice. In
this session, we’ll explore what deeper learning is, why it’s important, and how our understanding of deeper learning can
shape not only what we teach, but also how we teach, how we assess, and how we lead in our schools.

Title:
Presenters:
Location:
Strand:
Description:

Where to Start with Work-Based Learning Experiences
Meghan Timlin, Sarah Routsis, Sara Lockett, Aaron Arnold
Tidewater A
Strong Community
Divisions have been tasked with creating work-based learning experiences for students across their division. Faculty at
Kempsville High in the Entrepreneurship & Business Academy have been creating work-based learning experiences for
students since its inception. You will earn the global view of how we are working to create work-based learning experiences
for all secondary students and about how one school has already implemented multiple work-based learning experiences for
their students. The ideas shared can be replicated across any division/community.
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General Session 4
11:15 – 12:30

Presiding: Melissa George, Virginia Beach City Schools Conference Committee Chair
Speaker: Brandon Fleming
Miseducated
__________________

Virginia Room

Don’t like crowds? We will live stream keynote sessions in room Colony E.
Brandon Fleming will sign books immediate after the session at the upstairs registration area.

Bullet Sessions
Visit our bullet sessions on-line anytime!
Title:
Presenter:
Description:

eMediaVA: Deeper Learning with Digital Media
Lindsey Horner
As an educator, you know that students learn better when they are actively engaged and motivated by the subject
matter. Decades of research demonstrate that digital media is an effective tool to increase engagement, differentiation,
and retention. This session will present strategies for finding, analyzing, and implementing relevant digital media from
eMediaVA to support your instructional goals. eMediaVA is Virginia’s premier [free] digital content library, featuring
tens of thousands of engaging learning resources from the most trusted names in education.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Equity in Gifted Education: Helping ALL Students Meet Their Full Potential
David Walrod
Gifted education has garnered a reputation for a lack of equity and diversity. The question is, what can administrators
and educators do ensure that opportunities for advanced learning are available to all students? This session will focus
on how to provide access to all students, including twice-exceptional learners, English Language Learners, and
students from underrepresented populations.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Equity is More than Access: Using #GoOpenVA to Grow Educator Skills
Jennifer Weller
Students might have access to great learning resources, but if their teacher is not using them to address deeper
learning, then it doesn’t matter. Openly-licensed educational resources (OER) like those on VDOE’s #GoOpenVA can
support teachers as they struggle with learning and implementing teaching skills that encourage students to go beyond
recall learning. Such skills are not learned in one afternoon’s workshop, and teachers need supportive continual growth
opportunities. #GoOpenVA can help.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Exercise verses Physical Activity for the Future
Vonny Byrd
A look at the current Physical Education structure; exercise versus physical activity and how we promote a healthy
lifestyle for the future of our students. Incorporating Fitness Apps into daily instruction of physical education. Blending
the traditional physical education with physical activity options and Apps that encourage participation by all students.
Taking a look at how we exercise as adults and how this should be reflected in the physical education of our students.
Addressing the "gap" in this mindset. Exercising with little to no equipment.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Fight For Your Spot!
Maria Faircloth, Lydia Roberson, Michelle Machay, and Courtney Bennis
So many people have impacted history that we can’t include them all. Who should we keep? Whose contribution is
most important? What if we asked our students! This presentation details a collaborative effort of the history, gifted and
theatre departments. Inspired by Colonial Williamsburg’s historical interpretation program, this project allows students
to deepen their perspective on historical figures. Students will embody a historical figure while making a defensible
argument to fight for their inclusion in next year’s curriculum.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Inclusion for ALL – School Staff and Faculty, Not Just Students
Rose Fraze
Not all teachers are special education teachers, but all teachers are teachers of special education students - rather
officially identified or not. To create a culture of inclusion, we must facilitate a school-wide knowledge of significant
parts of special education. An overview of the Riverside High School Special Education Schoology course designed
by school admin and completed by paraprofessionals and general educators will be presented. Participants may
access, use, or modify any course materials for their own schools.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

It's on Us: Creating a Partnership addressing Poverty and Structural Racism Barriers
Robert Pamas Meredith Fortner, Ward Othman
Learn about the impact free individual or small-group tutoring by trained college students and alumni can have on the
massive educational disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the widening of the already alarming gaps for K12 underserved students. See how a partnership between a university and a non-profit organization can help all
students achieve and ensure a more equitable recovery from COVID-19 and beyond.
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Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Maintaining High-Quality Community and Academics in Distance Learning: COVID Action Research
Michael Riley
This action research study aims to better understand the experiences with distance learning during the 2020-2021
school year during the COVID-19 pandemic. An explanatory, mixed methods design is used to assess feelings around
community and academics. Self-report surveys were administered to three stakeholder groups. A follow-up teacher
interview helped enrich the survey data. When taken together, areas of concern were identified. The main areas of
concern centered around teacher-student relationships and the use of technology. Five recommendations are made.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

REL Appalachia Community Math Night – Engaging Families for Math Success
Kerry Friedman and Laura Kassner
A Community Math Night (CMN) brings together educators, students, families, and other caring adults to learn about,
talk about, and have fun with math to build a sense of community and partnership around math learning. REL
Appalachia collaborated with educators to co-develop research-based CMN activities, which participants will have an
opportunity to engage in during this session. Presenters will also share research underpinning CMN and provide
insights from planning and hosting CMNs (both in-person and in virtual and hybrid settings).

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Signing Day Reimagined: A CTE Twist
William Crowder
Every year on National Signing Day, high school athletes select a hat and sign with a college they plan to compete for
and attend. Henrico County Schools started its own Signing Day, with a twist: celebrating student employment out of
high school. Local businesses attend this annual event to “sign” students to full-time employment in their CTE area of
study. This nationally recognized event has developed a sense of pride and strong ties to our local business
community.

Title:
Presenter:
Description:

Vibrant schools and what they mean for Joy, Trust, and Well-being
Stephanie McGuire, Lavare Henry, and Martha Crocket
Vibrant Schools, defined by Tschannen-Moran (2020), foster playful learning, encourage emboldened voices, and
invigorate enlivened minds. Following a study investigating schools high in this type of vibrancy, we will discuss how
these schools rate in the presence of joy, teachers’ trust in students, students’ trust in teachers, and students’ wellbeing. We will discuss research results, as well as provide a tool to gauge your own school. How Vibrant is your
current school environment and what can you do to cultivate even more vibrance?
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Virginia F

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
Virginia ASCD offers sincere thanks to the following individuals and
organizations for their support of our 2019 Annual Conference:
The Williamsburg Lodge for being a wonderful host of this event.
Instructure/Compass for their conference partnership.
Thank you to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt and Lexia Learning for supporting the work of the VASCD Board.
Our sponsors and exhibitors bring positive energy as well as innovative ideas and products
to our conference program. VASCD is grateful for their continued partnership and support!

Special Thanks to Our 2021 VASCD Annual Conference Sponsors and Exhibitors
American College of Education

Great Minds

Project Wayfinder

Agile Minds

Heinemann Publishing

Reading Plus

Cambridge International

Houghton Mifflin

Renaissance

Canvas

IStation

Scholastic

CEV Multimedia

Lexia Learning

Sock Concepts

Constructive Learning Design

Lightspeed

Curriculum Associates

Mary Baldwin University

ST Math created by MIND
Research

e-hallpass

McGraw Hill

WHRO

Edgenuity

Perfection Learning

ExanEdu

George Mason University

Plasma Games

Save the Date!
2022 VASCD Events
Help Me Learn ow to Play the Game: Discipline with Feeling, Fidelity, and Follow Through
Webinar on January 26 and February 23, 2022
Andy Jacks (Jan 23) and Kambar Khoshaba (Feb 23)
Whole Child Institute – Teach Our Children Well: Strengthening Adult capacity to Meet Student Needs
February 10, 2022
Fulghum Center, Midlothian
Allison Rodman
The Minimalist Teacher
February 22, 2022
Holiday Inn Tanglewood, Roanoke
Tammy Musiowsky-Borneman
2022 VASCD Annual Conference
November 30 - December 1, 2022
Williamsburg Lodge
For more information/registration, visit VASCD.org
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